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External pressure is building from governments 
and investors for corporates to reduce their 
carbon emissions. 

Since the 2015 Paris Agreement, 105 countries 
have pledged Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDC) to reduce carbon 
emissions (see figure 1). Many of these NDCs 
include some form of carbon pricing or a target 
to reduce future emissions to ‘Net Zero’ by 
absorbing an equivalent amount of emissions 
from the atmosphere.

Climate change is also being recognised by 
investors as a significant threat to the long-
term prospects of a company.

Initiatives such as the Climate Action 100+ 
(see figure 2) are increasing pressure on 
corporates to provide more transparent 
disclosure of their carbon emissions and set 
measurable targets to reduce emissions in the 
future. 

Corporates must respond to governments and 
investors by implementing initiatives to reduce 
their carbon footprint. Developing an energy 
sourcing strategy focused on renewables can 
provide a significant reduction in a company’s 
carbon footprint by reducing indirect 
emissions.

The context

Environmental and 
climate change risk 
were identified as 
the number one 
threat to growth in 
KPMG’s 2019 Global 
CEO Outlook 

Figure 1
Overview of Global NDC commitments

Figure 2
Climate Action 100+ at a Glance

Data source: Climate Action 100 - 2019 Progress Report

Data source: Energy & Climate Intelligence Unit, World Bank
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Levelised cost of energy (LCOE) is the average 
cost of electricity generation for an asset over 
its lifetime. While LCOE does not fully reflect 
the price to purchase renewable electricity due 
to factors such as developer returns and 
differing risk profiles, it can be a useful 
benchmark for evaluating the competitiveness 
of renewable energy in a specific market.

LCOE of renewables has been decreasing 
steadily since 2010 and is expected to 
decrease further by 2030 (see figure 1). As a 
result, wind and solar technologies are as 
competitive or cheaper than energy generated 
from fossil fuels.

The decreasing trend in LCOE is driven by a 
combination of lower capital and maintenance 
costs and an increase in efficiency leading to 
higher output. In the future emerging 
technological solutions such as improved 
battery storage and hybridisation will continue 
to result in falling LCOE for renewables.

As the LCOE for renewables declines, 
subsidies will also decrease. In many regions, 
these subsidies provide a stable income 
stream to finance renewable development. 

Corporates can offer renewable asset 
developers an alternative to subsidies by 
entering into long-term Power Purchase 
Agreement (PPA) contracts with similar risk 
mitigating characteristics as subsidies (e.g. 
fixed price or flexible pricing with caps and 
floors). 

This presents an opportunity for corporates to 
take advantage of the decreasing trend in the 
LCOE of renewables by sourcing renewable 
energy at competitive prices.

Decreasing cost of renewables
LCOE for renewables 
has declined steadily 
over the last decade 
making renewable 
energy sources 
competitive with 
fossil fuels 

Figure 3
Development of LCOE 2010 - 2030
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Data source: IRENA - Global Renewables Outlook 2020, Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2019
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Wholesale power prices are often impacted by 
supply and demand shocks leading to price 
volatility and uncertainty over future electricity 
costs. 

On the supply side, price movements in fossil 
fuels such as natural gas and coal cause 
fluctuations in the wholesale power price. This 
is further impacted by carbon pricing regimes 
that are especially costly for coal generated 
electricity. 

Demand side shocks can result from changes 
in economic activity or seasonal temperature 
fluctuations.

More recently the combined effect of reduced 
demand due to COVID-19 and increased supply 
from the Russia-Saudi Arabia price war have  
resulted in a sharp decline in wholesale power 
prices. However, as recently as 2018, whole-
sale power prices had increased dramatically.

While the impact of geopolitics on wholesale 
power prices is difficult to predict, carbon tax 
regimes are expected to bias the trend up-
wards.

Corporates can reduce the volatility of their 
electricity costs by entering into PPA contracts 
with renewable developers that have fixed  
prices or flexible pricing with caps and floors.

Volatile wholesale power prices

By entering into a 
PPA, corporates can 
reduce uncertainty 
over future 
electricity costs

Figure 4
Electricity wholesale power prices (EU)
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Data source: Reuters
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Succeeding in 
renewable energy 
sourcing can create 
significant short-term 
and long-term value

A successful energy 
sourcing strategy 
should always be 
complemented by 
energy efficiency 
projects

Corporate Renewable  
energy sourcing
Renewable energy sourcing can provide valuable economic, operational, 
and reputational benefits to your company

There are a number of options for renewable energy sourcing with corporate PPA and  
self-generation options providing the greatest additionality and reputational impact

Achieve direct financial 
benefits

 — Achieve lower future 
energy costs, 
benefiting from 
decreasing costs of 
renewable energy

 — Possibility to stabilise 
energy costs over a 
period of time

 — Utilise tax and 
financial incentives 
benefits: unlocking 
access to incentive 
mechanisms by 
investing in renewable 
energy capacity

Increase resilience to future penalties and outages
 — Having a robust renewable energy sourcing strategy would help companies 
minimise the impact of potential carbon taxes under consideration in various 
jurisdictions

 — Secure access to decentralised, reliable energy sources by obtaining access to 
predictable and local supply to reduce dependence on third parties and mitigate 
geopolitical and grid stability risks (primarily in developing countries)

Sample 
assessment 
against 
predetermined 
criteria 

Financial impact

Environmental impact

Operational impact

Feasibility

Acquisition of bundled or 
unbundled energy (or carbon 
offset) certificates

Certificates can be linked to 
a specific type of renewable 
asset and/or geography

Off-site installation owned 
by a third party supplied 
through grid

Off-site installation owned 
by a third party supplied 
through direct cable to 
facilities

On-site (behind-the-meter) 
installation owned by a third 
party supplied through a 
direct cable to facilities

On-site or off-site renewable 
energy installation owned by 
the company

Development and construction 
risk can be mitigated with 
different equity ownership 
structures

Create long-term brand value
 — Respond to investor and 
consumer demand related 
to renewable energy 
consumption and 
production, driven by 
increasing awareness of 
climate change

 — Marketing & 
communications strategy 
can leverage the renewable 
energy transition to 
optimise the perception of 
investors, consumers, and 
other stakeholders

Renewables  
Sourcing  
Benefits

Certificates Corporate PPA
Renewable self-
generation

Low and uncertain High and probableAdditionality
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There are three main 
corporate PPA 
structures each 
having distinct 
characteristics and 
risk profiles

Common Corporate  
PPA structures

 — The consumer buys power from a utility at local retail price.
 — The consumer also enters into a separate contract with a renewable 
installation to settle the difference between the wholesale price and a 
contractual strike price allowing the consumer to (partially) hedge its 
power purchase price.
 — There is no physical transmission of power between the producer and 
the off taker allowing the PPA to be signed across national or state 
borders.

Benefits
 — No location / network limit
 — No incremental sleeving / 
wheeling fees
 — Hedge against market power 
price volatility

Considerations
 — Larger potential for accounting 
impact
 — Basis risk when reference price 
differs from retail price
 — No saving for network charges

Virtual 
PPA
(off-site)

 — In an ‘on-site’ or ‘behind-the-meter’ PPA, the renewable asset is built on 
the premises of the consumer and has a direct wire connection to the 
facility. 
 — Renewable assets can be customised to suit the load profile of the 
consumer, both in terms of facility’s size (surplus power can be fed to the 
grid) and in daily profile.
 — A utility or developer can provide shaping services by supplying residual 
demand requirements or purchasing surplus power. 

Benefits
 — Direct link generation/load with 
low interconnection costs
 — Potential demand charges 
reduction
 — Easy to integrate into sourcing 
portfolio

Considerations
 — Need roof or land space 
availability and permits
 — CAPEX burden and (often) no 
economies of scale
 — Supply limited to one site / 
location

On-site 
PPA

 — Under a Physical PPA, the renewable asset is located off-site, but 
physical delivery of the power occurs.
 — A utility ‘sleeves’ the renewable power to the consumer via the grid.
 — Corporates can form a consortium of buyers to contract the electricity 
from a single renewable asset to improve pricing and reduce legal costs 
and process burden.

Benefits
 — Hedge against market power 
price volatility (if fixed price PPA)
 — Project optimisation due to 
larger assets (scale effects)
 — Potential for multi-site supply

Considerations
 — Requires deregulated retail 
market / wheeling
 — Project must be located in the 
same network as load
 — Potential fees for sleeving / 
wheeling

Physical 
PPA
(off-site)
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A proven approach

Built upon 
experience from 
earlier successful 
renewable sourcing 
strategy 
implementations 
KPMG structures 
each activity into 
measurable phases

Strategy

Preparation

Procurement

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
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In the development of a green electricity strategy, we will analyse the different available 
energy sourcing options for the Client based on a set of objectives and criteria

Our understanding of your request

Impact

Reputation

Budget & 

reporting

Operations

Flexibility

The energy strategy should result in 
sustainable and innovative approaches that 
further strengthen the Client’ position as an 
industry leader in sustainability

The renewable energy strategy should have 
communicative value and increase visibility for 
the Client’s reputation as a green brand, 
further cementing its RE100 commitment

The green electricity procurement strategy 
should seek to optimize future cash flows by 
reducing uncertainties over future electricity 
price fluctuations while providing cost benefits 
where possible

The electricity strategy should seek to 
maintain or improve the delivery of existing 
operations without impeding on reliability and 
should be readily implementable

The electricity strategy should be sufficiently 
flexible to accommodate the Client’s strategy 
and adapt to changes in electricity prices and 
technologies

AAssssuummeedd  oobbjjeeccttiivveess

— The electricity strategy should preferably be implementable within the given timelines 

— The feasibility of the selected renewable energy options should be high and should be 
analysed in relation to the preferred operational role and risk profile as well as the 
existing and planned organizational capabilities within the Client

— The (implementation of) electricity strategy should not impede reliability of supply

— the Client has already reached its target of 100% green electricity procurement, but 
would like to further increase its green impact by increasing ‘additionality’: having a 
more direct impact in the development of new renewable energy capacity, rather than 
‘greenwashing’ energy consumption with certificates from existing renewable facilities

— The electricity strategy should be visible for consumers and stakeholders and should 
be able to be communicated clearly and should comply to CDP and other international 
standards

— the Client would like to retain or improve its green reputation in comparison to it direct 
competitors (e.g. comparable European TelCo’s)

— The electricity strategy should provide for budget security and preferably benefit from 
cost benefits where possible

— An on-balance treatment of the renewable energy solutions (e.g. additional liability on 
the balance sheet) is not preferred (multiple mitigating options are available)

— The electricity strategy should facilitate a step-by-step implementation when/if 
required and should be sufficiently flexible to adapt to technological developments 
and innovation, changes in the relevant regulatory framework as well as changes in 
electricity demand (e.g. resulting from 5G implementation)

AAssssuummeedd  ccrriitteerriiaa

We understand it is your preference that we will carry out the energy study relatively independently with limited interaction, hence we will prepare a list of 
objectives and key criteria to be validated by you via one or two conference call(s) – not through workshops
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Bidder 1 is a windfarm developer with a solid project pipeline in the Benelux region 

A. Understand and define 
objectives and key decision 
criteria for energy sourcing 
strategy 

A. Perform data collection 
and initial market sounding 

A. Initiate procurement 
process and developer 
dialogue 

Decision criteria matrix

Data collection template

Bidder profiles

Opportunity space

Go-to-market strategy

Financial evaluation of bids

Roadmap

Marketing documents

Power purchase agreement

B. Perform market and 
opportunity space analysis

B. Refine and develop a 
detailed go-to-market 
strategy

B. Evaluate bids received

C. Prepare a clear roadmap 
for implementation

C. Prepare the data bundle

C. Negotiate closing and 
complete the RFP process
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The timeline and approach for phase 2 is dependent on the outcomes of phase 1 – an 
indicative timeline has been provided for two process options

P
h

as
e 

2

Phase 1

3 weeks

Preparation of market sounding documentation

Market sounding with selected parties(a)

Preparation of procurement documentation, timing dependent on selected parties

P
h

as
e 

2

Phase 1

2 weeks

4 - 6 weeks

4 – 6 weeks

Preparation of detailed procurement briefing

Bilateral procurement process, timing dependent on Eneco

Option 2: Broad RFP type project with multiple parties* on selected energy sourcing options | 18 – 20 weeks after phase 1

Option 1: Bilateral discussions with Eneco on diversified sourcing strategy | 10 – 14 weeks after phase 1

(a) Consisting of a selected number of utilities (incl. Eneco) and a number of independent developers (“IPP’s”). Timing is dependent on flexibility in existing contract with Eneco
(b) Depends on complexity of the chosen option

2 weeks

2 weeks

6 - 7 weeks

5 – 6 weeks(b)

Procurement process (RFP)
Execution 
procurement process

– Identify design of 
tender process

– Development 
procurement 
documentation

– Align documentation 
with internal 
stakeholders of the 
Client

– Core team (the Client & KPMG) will carry out 
procurement process

– Support in meetings and interviews

– Full financial analysis of proposal

– Assist in assessing the best option moving forward to 
pursuit chosen option

– Support on negotiations with Eneco

– Provide financial scenario analysis based on negotiations

– Advise on commercial and financial aspects of commercial / legal documentation

– Identify design of 
tender process

– Development 
procurement 
documentation

– Align 
documentation with 
internal 
stakeholders of the 
Client

– Seek market 
feedback on 
procurement 
structure

– Identify key 
trends in investor 
and developer 
market

– Identify 
stakeholder 
views on pricing 
and evaluation 
criteria

– Identify design of 
tender process

– Development 
procurement 
documentation

– Align documentation 
with internal 
stakeholders of the 
Client

– Core team (the Client & KPMG) will carry 
out procurement process

– Support in meetings and interviews

– Full financial analysis of each proposal

– Assist in assessing the best option moving 
forward to pursuit chosen option

Our suggested approach

– Support on negotiations

– Provide financial scenario analysis 

– Advise on commercial and financial 
aspects of commercial / legal 
documentation

Execution of projected strategy and 
completion of procurement process
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Based on this initial assessment it can be concluded that demand side optimization is a 
must-do, in particular in combination with a mix of different supply options

Energy procurement options

Sustainability

Scoring

Stability

Profitability

Also positive impact on 
other sourcing solutions

Operational assets Newly build

Indicative

conclusion
Must do Only as part of 

diversified strategy Attractive option Attractive option, but 
not core business

Ease of 

implementation

DDeemmaanndd  ssiiddee  ooppttiimmiizzaattiioonn CCeerrttiiffiiccaatteess CCoorrppoorraattee  PPoowweerr  PPuurrcchhaassee  

AAggrreeeemmeenntt  ((CCoorrppoorraattee  PPPPAA))

RReenneewwaabbllee  eenneerrggyy  tthhrroouugghh  

sseellff--ggeenneerraattiioonn  

Demand Optimization Supply Management
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not 
intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or 
entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, 
there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date 
it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one 
should act on such information without appropriate professional advice 
after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 
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